In this work a simple problem on 2D optimal shape for body immersed in a viscous flow is analyzed. The body has geometrical constraints and its profile would be found in the class of cubics which satisfy those conditions. The optimal profile depends on the leading coefficient of these cubics and its relation with the Reynolds number of the system is found. The solution to the problem uses a method based on a suitable transformation rule for the cartesian reference.
We would study the problem of searching the optimal 2D shape or profile of a cartesian object immersed in a constant fluid viscous flow and subjected to some constraints on the boundary. This is a particular question on the general field of shape optimization for bodies immersed in flows (see [4] ).
Let be {x, y} a cartesian system, and y = f (x) a function whose graph is the profile which we want to optimize. The function f is subjected to the following constraints, arising from engineering requirements: c1. f (0) = 0 c2. f (x 0 ) = y 0 c3. f ′ (x 0 ) = 0 c4. f ′ (0) ≥ 0 c5. f ′ (x) > 0 ∀x ∈ (0, x 0 ) where x 0 and y 0 are positive numbers. The graph is immersed in a viscous flow having, at freestream zone, constant velocity V = (v ∞ , 0) parallel to the x-axis, with v ∞ > 0. What is, or which are, the functions f that minimize the pressure drop along its profile, that is, if p = p(x, y) is the static pressure along the graph, what is the curve for which the difference ∆p = p(0, 0) − p(x 0 , y 0 ) is minimum? The question is related to drag and lift optimization (see [1] ).
We consider the cubics f (x) = ax 3 + bx 2 + cx + d. Using c1, c2 and c3, we find
The derivative of the general cubic is f ′ (x) = 3ax 2 +2bx+c so that f ′ (0) = c. From c4, we have the following condition on parameter a:
while a few algebra, imposing the condition f ′ (t) = 0 if and only if t ≤ 0 or t ≥ x 0 , shows that c5 is satisfied if
Then the search of the optimal profile is defined on the class of cubics We use Newton's theory on fluid velocity distribution on the profile or surface of a body immersed in a flow with constant freestream speed v ∞ ( [2] ). If α = α(x) is the angle between the direction of the flow and the tangent to the curve, the velocity in a point of the profile has two components, the tangential one with module v ∞ cosα, and the normal one with module v ∞ sinα. The latter gives the amount for the body resistence (see [3] ). But we would analyze the flow on the upper neighbour of the profile, where fluid has a tangent velocity field given by
From usual trigonometrical formulas the following identity holds
so that we have
Let µ the dynamic viscosity, ρ the density and p = p(x, f (x)) the static pressure of the fluid on the body profile. We could write the Navier-Stokes equations for this flow in the upper neighbour of the profile, with (7) and p(0, 0) = p(x 0 , y 0 ) as boundary condition:
We try to simplify the resolution of previous system by the following transformation rule on coordinates system:
It is important to note that, from c5 condition and usual notions of real analysis, the function f is invertible on the interval (0, x 0 ) with inverse g differentiable:
In the new coordinates system {X, Y }, the curve y = f (x) has the simple equation Y = 0, hence it becomes the X-axis itself. Then, the (X,Y )-flow near the curve is parallel to X, that is the velocity field U in the system {X, Y } has only the X-component:
, Y + X) and P = p(g(X), Y + X) are the representation of the scalar functions ρ, µ, p in the {X, Y } system, the flow is described by the simple Navier-Stokes equation
The boundary conditions are now U(X, 0) = v 1 (g(X), Y + X) and P (0, 0) = P (y 0 , 0).
We can write the expression of U 1 ,
where g ′ = d X g, and the expression of its first derivative:
Note that U 1 doesn't depend explicitly on Y . For X = f (x 0 ) = y 0 and Y = 0, the value of U 1 is defined by continuity extension, because f ′ (x 0 ) = 0 and consequently d X g(y 0 ) = ∞. From (10)
In the case f ′ (0) = 0, at the same manner the definition of U 1 can be extended at (0, 0) by U 1 (0, 0) = v ∞ . Now we integrate the two members of (9) respect to the X variable from 0 to f (x 0 ) = y 0 :
For our purpose of optimization, we impose − [P ] 
therefore it must be U 1 (0, 0) = U 1 (y 0 , 0). Using previous identities, this equation can be written as
Then it must be f ′ (0) = 0, that is c = 
The first member is
For expliciting the second member, from (11) we have to find g ′′ = g XX . Apply usual differentiation rules:
Therefore we can write
For a cubic of the class C the following identities hold: f ′ (0) = . Equation (17) can be written as
or
It is an algebraic equation of the 5th order in the parameter a. But we are interested in physical situations where viscosity is small, that is when the parameter a has values near the previous computed quantity (16): then, in this situation,
. We can consider the following Taylor expansion of the quantity (1 + f ′ (0) 2 ) 2 :
Then the algebraic equation in the parameter a can be simplified in the following 2nd order one:
The admissible solution to this equations is
Note that, in the case ν = 0, the solution has the expression (16), as expected. In viscous case, on the contrary as inviscid one, the optimal profile depends on the values of density ρ, viscosity µ, and freestream speed v ∞ . We can see that the main effect of viscosity is its influence on f ′ (0), that is on the angle of attack between flow and profile. In fact, a is an increasing function of µ, therefore f ′ (0) = c = 
(recall that σ is the density and ν the dynamic viscosity) where y 0 is the characteristic length of this geometrical system (see [4] ), the parameter a can be written in the form 
